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PUBLIC HEALTH + WEB 

Google Flu Trends: 



PUBLIC HEALTH + WEB 

HealthMap: 



PUBLIC HEALTH 

Population Doctors 

Surveillance 

Intervention 



EPIDEMIOLOGY 

Surveillance 



COMPUTATIONAL EPIDEMIOLOGY 

Data act as a “sensor” 
of population-wide 
behavior 



COMPUTATIONAL EPIDEMIOLOGY 

Data act as a “sensor” 
of population-wide 
behavior 

How do we convert this text 
into useable data? 
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FROM TEXT TO DATA 

•  Most common approach: regression 

Multivariate models 
have problems too: 2009-2010 2012-2013 

flu 
sick 
swine 
shot 
cancer 
fever 
h1n1 
#beatcancer 
better 
getting 
home 
halloween 
breast 
cough 
throat 

christmas 
sick 
flu 
strong 
processing 
snow 
new 
want 
hard 
better 
body 
best 
coughing 
festivities 
eve 

yi = β0 + β1xi1 +β2xi2 +…+ βV xiV

Flu rate in week i	

(given by CDC)	


Count of word 2 
in week i	


words with highest β values  



WE NEED LANGUAGE UNDERSTANDING! 

(This is the point of my talk) 
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INFLUENZA SURVEILLANCE 

•  Government flu monitoring is the gold standard 
•  But reports have a delay of ~2 weeks 

(or longer, if the government shuts down J) 

•  Text-driven systems can produce estimates 
immediately 
•  This talk: let’s use tweets  

•  advantage: huge, public, free 



TWITTER FLU PREDICTION 

We only want to count tweets about the flu 

•  Not about Christmas or breast cancer 

 

We want to include only tweets that are experiential 

 “think I’m coming down with the flu” 
vs  “tired of hearing about the flu” 



TWITTER FLU PREDICTION 

We only want to count tweets about the flu 

•  Not about Christmas or breast cancer 

 

We want to include only tweets that are experiential 

 “think I’m coming down with the flu” 
vs  “tired of hearing about the flu” 

Our labeled data: Infection vs Awareness 

Affected by panic, 
undue media attention 

What we’re trying 
to measure 



TWITTER FLU PREDICTION 

Google concluded that media attention was a primary 
cause of their huge overestimate in 2012-2013 

 

 
 

“flu symptoms” – not an experiential query 

The infection vs awareness distinction matters! 

From Lazer et al., 
Science, 2014 



TWITTER FLU PREDICTION 

Our current system uses a cascade of 3 MaxEnt classifiers: 

•  about health vs not about health 

•  about flu vs not about flu 

•  flu infection vs flu awareness 

 

Estimated weekly flu rate: 

# tweets about flu infection that week	

# of all tweets that week	


Training data: 
11,900 labeled 
tweets collected 
through MTurk 



TWITTER FLU PREDICTION 

Features: 
•  Stylometry 
•  Retweets, user mentions, URLs, emoticons 

•  8 manually created word classes 
Infection getting, got, recovered, have, having, had, has, 

catching, catch, cured, infected 

Disease bird, flu, sick, epidemic 

Concern afraid, worried, scared, fear, worry, nervous, dread, 
dreaded, terrified 

Treatment/
Prevention 

vaccine, vaccines, shot, shots, mist, tamiflu, jab, 
nasal spray 

… … 



TWITTER FLU PREDICTION 

Features: 
•  Part of speech templates 
•  (subject,verb,object) tuples 
•  always a good feature, IMO 

•  numeric references 
•  “100 more cases of swine flu” 

•  whether “flu” is a noun or adjective 
•  “tired of the flu” vs “tired of the flu hype” 

•  whether “flu” is the subject or object 
•  “I have the flu” vs “the flu is going around” 

•  … and others 



TWITTER FLU PREDICTION 



TWITTER FLU PREDICTION 

Correlation with classifier: 0.990 
Correlation with keywords: 0.977 



TWITTER FLU PREDICTION 

Correlation with classifier: 0.93 
Correlation with keywords: 0.75 



TWITTER FLU PREDICTION 
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health effects and  
behavioral response? 



AIR POLLUTION IN CHINA 

Data pipeline: 

1.  Started with 93 million crawled Weibo messages 

2.  Filtered to 1 million messages with health keywords 

3.  Ran LDA with 100 topics 

4.  Analyzed messages with the air pollution topic 



AIR POLLUTION IN CHINA 

Validation: We compared the volume of messages 
with this topic to government-provided pollution rates 

 

Correlation across 74 cities: .583 



AIR POLLUTION IN CHINA 

We then annotated a small sample of topical 
messages with detailed codes 



AIR POLLUTION IN CHINA 

We then annotated a small sample of topical 
messages with detailed codes 

Labeled as relevant 

Labeled as experiential 
As with flu, we trained a 
cascade of classifiers: 
1.  Relevant to air pollution? 
2.  Experiential? 
 
Features: 1, 2, 3-grams 



AIR POLLUTION IN CHINA 

Validation: We compared the volume of messages 
with this topic to government-provided pollution rates 

 

Correlation across 74 cities: .583 

 with experiential classifiers: .718 



TALK OVERVIEW 

•  Three applications for NLP: 
•  Influenza surveillance 

•  Air pollution monitoring 

•  Medical search behavior 

•  What’s next? 



MEDICAL SEARCH 

Scientific questions: 
•  What information do patients need? 

•  and when? 

•  How do people use the web to make decisions? 
•  e.g. choice of treatment, choice of doctor 

 

Engineering goals: 

•  How can we make search engines better to support 
these goals? 



MEDICAL SEARCH 

What do people search when confronted 
with a major illness? 

 

Our project focused on breast and prostate cancer 

•  I’ll just talk about the first today 

 

Approach: large scale analysis of anonymized logs 

•  Step 1: retrieve search histories about breast cancer 



SEARCH AND BREAST CANCER 

Starting point: filter for search histories containing 
“breast cancer” ≥ 3 times 
 



SEARCH AND BREAST CANCER 

Starting point: filter for search histories containing 
“breast cancer” ≥ 3 times 

•  But people search  
for lots of reasons… 



EXPERIENTIAL SEARCH PREDICTION 

As before, we need to identify experiential search 

 

Classifier: 

•  Annotated 480 partial histories 

•  filtered for relevant queries 

•  Trained with boosted decision trees 



EXPERIENTIAL SEARCH PREDICTION 

Features: 
•  Ontology of terms 
•  each category is a feature 



EXPERIENTIAL SEARCH PREDICTION 

Features: 
•  Language features: 
•  First/second person pronouns (including possessives) 
•  Experiential phrases (e.g. “i have”, “i was diagnosed”) 
•  Starts with a question word 

•  Volume and temporal patterns: 
•  % of queries/sessions containing ontology terms 
•  Length of cancer-related sessions 
•  Time between cancer-related sessions 
•  Ordering of categories searched 
•  … and a lot more 



EXPERIENTIAL SEARCH PREDICTION 

External validation 
•  Geography: correlation with state rates 

•  Keyword filter: .036  (i.e. “breast cancer” 3 times) 

•  With classifier: .348  (a tenfold increase!) 

•  Gender (100 times more common in women): 

•  Keyword filter: 70.0% women 

•  With classifier: 88.9% women 

•  Age (6 times more common in elderly): 

•  Keyword filter: 5.4% aged 65+ 

•  With classifier: 22.2% aged 65+ 



SEARCH TIMELINE ALIGNMENT 

We also built classifiers to identify the inferred day of 
diagnosis (DDX) 

•  I’ll skip the details today 

 

This gives a common point for aligning the 1700 
histories tagged by the classifier 





BREAKDOWN BY STAGE 
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WHAT’S NEXT? 
(And what role will NLP play?) 



WE STILL NEED BETTER NLP 

Another application:  
medical mistakes in Twitter 
•  important public health issue 
•  not well understood 

 
 
 

Our qualitative study: 
•  just need to find some relevant tweets to examine 
•  so we came up with reasonable search terms… 



WE STILL NEED BETTER NLP 

Surprisingly many false positives… 

•  I hope the doctor was wrong and a miracle happens	


•  The antibiotics were just to prevent surgery infection.	


•  I think the hospital gave me the wrong kid lol	


•  I hate going to the stupid doctor	


•  on my way to the hospital fucked up my knee	


•  I'm just drowsy... I bought the wrong meds.	


•  You must be on some wrong pills bro	




WE STILL NEED BETTER NLP 



WE STILL NEED BETTER NLP 

It’s clear that experiential classification is important. 
This requires NLP. But there’s much more to do! 

 

Interesting problems for language understanding: 

•  mining attitudes, perceptions, and behaviors 
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